Week 7 Home Learning- Year 3
Monday
English

Tuesday
English/SPAG

Wednesday
English

Thursday
English/SPAG

Friday
English

Education City:
Explorer’s Adventure (Learn screen)
Explorer’s Adventure (Activity)

Education City:
Mystery Island (Learn screen)
Mystery Island 1 (Activity)

Education City:
Terrifying Temple (Activity)

Education City:
To Edit or not to Edit 2 (Learn screen)

Education City:
On the Same Page (Learn screen)
On the Same Page (Activity)

Can you write sentences of your own
using possessive apostrophes?

Look at a page in your reading book.
Can you list all the different pronouns in
it?

Are there any homophones that you get
mixed up? Invent your own way of
remembering them! It could be in the form
of an illustration, rhyme etc.

Maths
MyMaths (Learn it & homework)
Pictograms and bar charts
Education City:
Bar Charts – pizza toppings (ThinkIt
Question)
Bar Charts – pizza toppings (ThinkIt
Answer)
RE
There are many festivals celebrated all
over the world. Watch the clip below and
choose a festival that seems the most
exciting to you to research. Try to write at
least 5 interesting facts about it!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSy
XiAeYnC8
Remember – not all festivals and
celebrations are for religious reasons.

Maths
MyMaths (Learn it & homework)
Interpreting data

Maths
MyMaths (Learn it & homework)
Frequency tables and bar charts

Find one of your most recent pieces of
writing (it could be your biography or
poem). Edit it using a different coloured
pen. Did you include the correct
punctuation? Were your spellings
correct? Did you use pronouns
effectively? Discuss with someone in your
household.
Maths

Bar graph - p

It’s quiz time! Create questions about a
text you have read and quiz a family
member. HINT: it doesn’t have to be from
a story, it could be from a magazine
article or the back of a cereal box!)

Maths

Can you create your own data and record
it in a frequency table? You may wish to
record the colours of cars that drive past
your window or you could ask family
members what their favourite colour is.

Using the data you gathered yesterday,
can you create a bar chart to show your
findings?
You could make comparisons and write
them down too!

Science

Music

Science

Topic/Art

Education City:
Nutrition Edition (Learn screen)
Nutrition Edition (Activity)

Education City:
Skeleton Key (Learn Screen)

Design a ‘balanced’ meal that contains
all of the food groups. HINT: you could
design it on paper or make your
balanced meal with an adult!

Create your own musical instrument! Use
this clip to help inspire you:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sUNX
A4NYKI
Experiment with creating your own rhythm
and beat (from last week).
SUGGESTION: perform your beat to family
members!

What is the difference between urban
and rural areas?
Show the difference between them in a
piece of artwork using any media of your
choice.
Send your work to Miss Hawley and/or
Miss Clark by emailing:
homelearning@markeaton.derby.sch.uk

Wellbeing

Wellbeing

Wellbeing

Wellbeing

Wellbeing

It is time to do another ‘Random Act of
Kindness’ again! Who could it be for this
time? Remember, it has to be
meaningful!

GoNoodle:
Food Glorious Food

Think about a problem you have solved
recently. Consider these questions:
-How did the problem make you feel?
-How did you overcome it?
-How did it make you feel after the problem
was solved?
-Would you handle it differently next time?

GoNoodle:
Bones! Bones! Bones!

What do you do to relax?

What do our bodies need to keep our
bones healthy?
HINT: think about the correct type of
nutrition for ‘healthy bones.’

Create your own ‘Relax cards’ so that next
time you need to relax, you can pick a
card and do it!

Daily Reading
Oxford Owl (for children on reading bands) https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/?selLanguage=en&mode=hub (register for free, then click > eBooks> eBooks (pink button) > Levels >Book Band)
Daily TT Rockstars
Daily Spelling /Spelling Shed/Teach Your Monster to Read
Daily GoNoodle
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